natural balance
THE NEW ORGANIC FERTILISER
a vegetable based nutrient complex

- An organic fertiliser that won't upset the natural balance of the environment
- Absorbed quickly by the plant
- Manufactured from vegetable product rather than animal product
- Quickly soluble within 3-6 minutes
- Total versatility, can be used anywhere on the golf course
- Steady sustainable growth through all weathers
- Phased release
- No residue - no impact on golfing experience
- Reduced leaching due to organic content
- Increased CEC
- Consistent colour
- High level of organic potassium
- Seasonal options
- Slow release action
- Reduced scorch potential

FREE 10kg TRIAL BAG*
for every Head Greenkeeper
Call now on 01524 381999
* limited to one per registered golf course

Northgate, White Lund Industrial Estate, Morecambe LA3 3PA
Tel: 01524 381999 Fax: 01524 380 401